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the habitus may be, its effective accomplishment in the
sphere of adaptation is always impermanent. This is £he
necessary consequence of constant vicissitudes of the environ-
ment and the new adaptations demanded by them.
The progression of the libido might be said to consist in
a continuous satisfaction of the demands of environmental
conditions. This achievement is possible only by means of
an attitude, which as such is necessarily directed and, therefore,
tainted with a certain one-sidedness. Thus it can easily
happen that the attitude ceases to be adequate because outer
changes have occurred that demand a different attitude.
For example, an attitude that seeks' to fulfil the demands of
reality by a process of' feeling into' (Einfuhlung) may 'easily
encounter a situation that could be solved only through*
thinking. In such a case the feeling attitude fails, and the
progression of the libido also ceases. The vital feeling that
was present before disappears, and in its place the psychic
value of certain conscious contents increases in an unpleasant
way; subjective contents and reactions press to the fore and
the situation becomes full of affect and favourable for
explosions. These symptoms mean a damming up of libido,
and the situation is always characterized by the breaking-up
of the pairs of opposites. During the progression of the
libido the pairs of opposites are united in the co-ordinated
flow of psychical processes. Their working together makes
possible the balanced regularity of these processes, which,
without this reciprocal action, would be one-sided and
unbalanced. Therefore we are justified in regarding all
extravagance and exaggeration as a loss of equilibrium,
because obviously there is absent from it the co-ordinating
effect of the opposite impulse. Thus it is essential for
progression, meaning a successful effort at adaptation, that
impulse and counter-impulse, the yea and the nay, should
be present as an equal and reciprocal effectiveness. This
equalization and unification of the pairs of opposites can be
seen, for example, in the process of deliberation, that takes

